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Boston Set For Purple Invasion
SENIORS SPONSOR VICTORY
CELEBRATION IN STATLER
Vin Gary and His Casa Madrid Orchestra Will
Provide Music for After-Game Party in
Hotel Statler Ballroom
The victorious horde of Eagle
rooters will parade to the Imperial
Ballroom of the Hotel Statler on
Saturday night where the Senior
Class will conduct its annual victory

ball. This party, the climax of the
autumn social season, will be especially popular this year since Vin
Gary and

his

nationally

Madrid orchestra have been
obtained by the committee of
Seniors headed by Bill Giblin.
Other members of the committee
are Bob
Curran, John "Jugger"
Joyce and President Frank Liddell.
The profits of the dance will be
shared by the Senior Class and the
Athletic Association. Due to the
drawing power of Vin Gary and
his unique band a considerable sum
should be thus divided.

the members of the
committee who can be found in the
lower rotunda.
The Casa Madrid band is not only
well known because of its years
of broadcasting over a national
hook-up, but has long been popular
in eastern collegiate circles. Al(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)

Mr. John L. Bonn, S.J., former
professor at Boston College, edified
and inspired the members of the
Catholic Poetry Society of Boston
with a lecture on "Songs of the
Saints" in the Venetian Room of

Hotel Somerset, last Friday
Members of the audience
found the lecture very engrossing
and dramatic.
Mr. Bonn commenced by deploring the use of Catholocism as the
synthetic appeal for bad verse. He
hinted that, since there is no real
beauty without a sense of strangeness, perhaps the authors of these
pious verses take their religion too
much for granted.
Catholic poets
the

evening.

H. C?B. C. SERIES
39 YEARS OLD

The Fulton Debating Society once
again launches its lecture series of
debates. These lecture debates
have been a regular feature of
Fulton for many years past. And
as such have proven most successful.
The initial appearance of Fulton
in the current series was on Monday, November 26, at the Medford
Catholic Women's Club. The question was, "Resolved: that the Company Union should be outlawed."
The speakers were Albert Rooney,
'35, and Edward O'Brien, '35, who
upheld the affirmative, while C.
Donald Floyd, '36, and William
Kean, '35, defended the negative.
Mr. Edward O'Callahan, '35, presided as chairman for the evening.
On December 3, the Fulton will
travel to Brockton to present the
first of a series of lectures on Communism.
This lecture will be

Pope St. Gregory did when he wrote sponsored by the Brockton Knights
of Columbus. The Fultonians who
his
or as in the mysti-

Southwell. Villon,
Chaucer, the Venerable Bede, St.
Columbkille of Dairie, St. Gregory
Nazianzem and their works were
cited to show that the saintly poet,
as a rule, is not independent of
time and place, nor of national
characteristics. The nature poetry
of St. Ambrose and the humor of
JESUITS PREACH
St. Erigenius of Toledo were also
ETERNAL TRUTHS demonstrated.
The lecturer then went on to
IN DISTANT
treat of the supernatural poetry of
the saints: St. Francis of Assisi's
In far-away Mesopotamia's Iraq, "Canticle to the Sun," St. Patrick's
in the little suburb of Sulaikh, out"The Breastplate," and the poetry
side Baghdad's city, there has been of St. John of the Cross. He also
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
erected a Jesuit College, the first
cal

poetry

of

will lectm -e are: Donald Shannon,
'35, on "Communists' Activities in
America"; Paul V. Pamer, '36, on
"Communism and Personal Lib-

erty"; and John Murphy, '35, on
"Communism and Religion." Each
speaker will give a twelve-minute
address on his subject and answer
questions submitted by one of the
other members of the team. At the
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)

With the Holy Cross game looming in the ever-shortening future,
another rally and bonfire has been
planned as a part of the pre-game
celebration which will make the
welkin ring in Boston town on Friday night, Nov. 30. Added to these
distinctive forms of waking the
town will be the Smoker at the City
Club, an annual affair that has become as much a part of the atmosphere surrounding the game as the
battle itself.
The Smoker will be presided over
by Grover Cronin, Jr., '35, who is
quite a football player in his own
right.
Those who are fortunate
enough to gain entrance within the
City Club's portals will have the
pleasure of hearing the Boston ColCross
football
Holy
and
lege
coaches in action, expressing their
opinions on the outcome of Saturday's game. Along with Joe McKenney, Dr. Anderson of the Cross,
and the peppery Bill Ormsby, will
be John P. Curley, Graduate Manager at B. C, and the Rev. Francis
V. Sullivan, S.J., Faculty Director
of Athletics.
The parade will begin promptly
at 7.30 at Cleveland Circle, and
after the bonfire has been properly
ignited, the Eagle entourage will
wend its way to town, there to fol(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

IRAQ

representative step along a path of
rigorous missionary endeavor.
Baghdad!
Its name was woven
with spell and fancy in our childhood world of make believe.

The

fascination with which its famous
thief and Ali Baba and Sinbad and
other companions of our days of
Arabian Nights held us, stands out
among infantile impressions.
Later we learned of its surrounding country as the probable territory of the violated Garden of Paradise and of its Tigris River in our
academic school years with Xenephon and his Anabasis.

It is into this melting pot of romance then that the Pontiff, Pius

XI, has commissioned his "black
robes" to carry on the work of Redemption. The religion of the country is principally Mohammedan, although there are many Christians
of both the Orthodox and Uniate
Rites, together with a good Hebrew
population.

CALENDAR
For Week of November 28 to December 4

Sophomore-Freshman

Debaters Meet
In Auditorium

Wednesday
Mass meeting on Alumni Field at 12:30.
Pre-med vs. Heights at 1:30.
'J hursday

The assembled students of the
Sophomore and Freshman classes
listened to a discussion on the jurisdiction of the Federal Government
in Education at 11:30 this morning
in the Library Auditorium. The
discussion took the form of a debate
between Sophomore and Freshmen
members of the Marquette Debating Society.
John Donelan and Albert Sullivan
represented the Sophomores on the
affirmative side of the question,
"Resolved, that the Federal Government should adopt the policy of
equalizing education by means of
annual grants to the several states."
William Finan and Robert Power of
the class of '38 repsented the case

nations of Europe, for the
of the
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)

The

McKenney Charges on Edge for Saturday's
Battle?Return of Injured Stars
Bolsters Boston's Hope

HEARS MR. BONN Fulton Ready for
B. C. Students Plan
Another Rally and Traditional Grid Clash
Extensive Series
Scholastic Discusses
Parade for Friday
of Outside Debates
Shows Eagles on Top
Songs of Saints

Dancing will begin promptly at
eight o'clock. The Statler management has cooperated with the
committee in the matter of decorations, and novel lighting arrangements have been prepared. Inasmuch as a victory is confidently
expected for Saturday, these modernistic effects will add all the more
enjoyment to the hop. Tickets are should look on God, not with the
three dollars, and may be procured
eyes of knowledge, but of love as
from any of
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POETRY SOCIETY

famous

Casa

©jp

EAGLE STALWARTS POINT
TO VICTORY IN PURPLE FRAY

negative.

Thanksgiving Day, holiday.
Friday
Rally, Parade and Smoker, starting at Cleveland Circle at 7:30,
ending at the Boston City Club.
Saturday

Holy Cross vs. Boston College on Alumni Field at 2:00.
Monday

resumed at 9:30.
Spanish Academy at 3:00 in T 114.
French Academy at 2:45 in Fulton Room.
Glee Club practice at 2:45.
Classes

Tuesday
Marquette in Fulton

Room at 2:15.

With 16 Wins

When the Purple Crusader gallops onto the sod of Alumni Field
next Saturday it will clash with the
Maroon and Gold Eagle for the
thirty-second time. The series between these two Jesuit colleges of

Massachusetts has been one of the
hardest fought and thrilling collections of gridiron battles among all
the colleges of the East.
In 1896 the two Catholic colleges
first met and the rivalry has extended over a period of 39 years
with only four lapses during that
time. Three of these have been for
only one year, the first in 1900, the
second in 1913 and the third took
place during the year of the war,
1918. The only prolonged cancellation was from 1902 to 1910. In the
first three years the teams met each
other twice and this accounts for
the added number of contests. Since
1898, however, a single contest has
been the custom.
The Eagle has the edge in the
series with 16 victories to 12 for its
Purple foe and scoreless ties were
fought valliantly but vainly by both
sides in 1898, 1926, and again in
1932. The Crusader has the point
advantage with 272 against 257,
which gives ample testimony of the
annual closeness of the contests.
When the lads from Mt. St. James
win they always seem to do so by a
top heavy score but the Eagle
contingent have taken almost all
the hard fought contests by a small
but sufficient advantage.
Boston College took the opening
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

Test Tube Knights
Plan for Bi-Weekly
Meetings During Year

Twice ten thousand gridiron enthusiasts will throng Alumni Field
next Saturday for the annual renewal of the New England Jesuit
College football classic, featuring
the hard-riding Holy Cross Crusaders and the Boston College Eagles
who have recently startled the football world by their sudden return to
form. The Knights of Mt. St. James
will have as their dual purpose the
avenging of last year's crushing defeat, and the culmination of a spatter season with victory. Guarding
their Heights citadel, the Eagles are
determined to continue their past
successes with another Holy Cross
conquest.

At the start of the year, Coach
Anderson's squad of outstanding
players was the envy of every Eastern mentor, but injuries to key men
and a tendency toward inconsistent
play, have spoiled what promised to
be an undefeated record. But a win
over the Eagles would more than
smooth out the wrinkles on the Purple slate, and the Worcester collegians have been priming to accomplish just that for more than two
weeks.
When the whistle sends the teams
into action, many faces on the Holy
Cross team will be familiar to Boston sport fans. Although the lineup is not settled, Len Avery of
Hyde Park and Bob Corley of St.
John's, a rugged sophomore, will
probably be at the flanks.
Avery has been held up all yoar
by injuries, but has a capable relief
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)

FR. MURPHY ENDS
LECTURE SERIES
ON MASONRY
Addressing the Von Pastor History Society, on Wednesday, November 21, Rev. J. F. X. Murphy,
S.J., concluded his series of three
lectures on Masonry very appropriately when he disclosed the substantial reasons underlying the

stand of the Catholic
Church in opposition to Masonry.
After a brief outline of his two
previous lectures Father Murphy
The Knights of the Test Tube set forth the numerous grounds on
convened in Gay-Lussac's Tower which rest the Catholic Church's
last Thursday, at 11.45 A. M., to disapproval of Masonry. Foremost
formulate a program for the ensu- among these is the requirement that
all prospective members must take
ing year.
were an oath of absolute obedience to
arrangements
Tentative
that the club should meet bi-weekly authorities whom they do not know.
during the second semester of the This "oath in the dark" is a direct
current academic year. T. Edward violation of the First CommandMcCarthy, Jr., '35, whose indi- ment. Furthermore, those who join
rect acquaintanceship with formal as a matter of policy and "do not
chemical procedure at the Califor- take the oath seriously" are delibnia Institute of Technology has erately supporting an organization
already given great advice to the which at least in the Scottish Rite
Knights, will have the honor of propagates atheism. Finally the
giving the first address to the semi- Church objects to the form of wornar body on the subject, "Toxicity ship practiced by the Masons as inof Dimethyl-sulphate Due to Methylconsistent with Christian doctrine,
ation of Haemoglobin." Seminars for Father Murphy says: "Any act
will be open to the entire student of worship, no matter how sublime
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 5)
body.
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But be it ever so humble, the
senile wagon should command the
respect of the mechanical world
an occasional knock here and
there that sounded like a foreword
of disaster, but never a quiver in
its forward progress .
brought
Frank Maloney back with us, and
by Hartford he was ready to put
the heap on a par with anything on
the road . . liked everything but its
non-patented multi-draught ventila.
tion
but it took us over and
brought us back
and for a nominal fee we'll show you a picture of
it.
...

.

The editorial department of The
marks the end and
Heights
has been remiss during
the highest point of interest of
past few weeks, in not issuing a
the
the season. All our thoughts have
long and forceful article congratubeen converging, all our hopes have
lating the student body for the
been ascending, all our endeavors enthusiasm it showed in its cheerhave been riveting upon this struging at all the games and for the
gle. If we lose this game, we will marvelous exhibitions of confidence
shown at the Centre and Villanova
have had medium luck for the season.
games. This confidence was someBut if we win, we well can say that
thing which any college might well
this was among the best, and prob- envy, a demonstration
of the nature
ably the most spectacular football of our student body of which Boston
year we have had within a long memCollege has adequate reason to be
proud.
ory. If we lose, or are tied ,the RobBecause this college is a day inert's cup is still to be permanently
stitution,
the students have a
captured. If we win, it will be retired

SATURDAY

rest

beside the long line of
treasured trophies our athletes have
already won for us.
There is no doubt in the mind of
any sane, informed person but that
the Eagles can win. Victory is by
no means merely to be dreamed of.
It is not merely possible in the
sense that we could win if our opponents were all brought down with
some terrible disease. On the contrary we have the material, the
plays, above all the brains.
We
will have the whole roster of our
foremost players entirely without
injury for the game. They will be
in the best of health, in perfect
condition.
And

above all, they will be
primed for the game. There isn't
a student in the college who doesn't
rise to his highest pitch of enthusiasm and sincerity at the time of the
Holy Cross game.
This is most
emphatically true of the athletes
themselves, for this is their own
sport. Again, they must be motivated by the element of personal
pride; this is the great opportunity
to win fame and the admiration, not
only of their college associates, but
also of the sports world.
For many of them, too, this game
has the significance of a last act, a
final splurge. These men will not
play football again. They will not
again have the consciousness of a
college behind them, of a student
body to benefit. They will not be
able to fight for Boston College
again. This game for them represents a career to be concluded at its
highest peak, an end to be achieved
neatly, deftly.

poorer opportunity to weld them-

selves together, in fact tend naturally to dissolution. We think it is

because of this that the students
have struggled more strongly to
pull thelselves together, have made
stronger
atand more potent
tempts to weld themselves into the
great and spirited unit that we have
today. But whatever the reason,
we have a society here today that
equals if it does not surpass, in
spirit and loyalty and enthusiasm
and coherence, the Boston College
of 1919-20 which we were supposed
to use as a model. We have shown
this in minor games. No game was
minor with us. We have shown it
in games of middling and great importance. Now, in playing a team
of first rate ability in a game which
is plentiful with associations, comes
the greatest test of all. Now, it is
the time to show everything we've
?

.

?T?
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L. Fitzmaurice, '36 John J. Murmy, '35
William H. G. Giblin, '35 Edward
Circulation Manager
Treasurer

Business Manager
Richard F. Dillon, '37
Edward J. Tower, '37

THE

undaunted courage of pioneer days is not dead
it
flashes to the fore occasionally to
spur the present generation on to
greater achievements, as for example, last week-end, when Ben
Moynahan, Dave Couhig, Ed Furbush, Tom Buckley and yours more
or less truly blazed the trail to see
the Army-Notre Dame game
.
rolled, pushed and coasted over in
a 1924 Buick touring car, a noble
bucket if ever one was built
a
stately crate which looked with
scorn upon such modern conveniences as a self starter, windshield
wiper, horns and brakes
it
started only when pushed, and how
it stopped is as yet unsolved
.
it took New York City completely
by surprise, as Broadway wondered,
Fifth Avenue stared and Central
Park scratched its head.

?

.

.

.

.

.

.
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They're polishing the floor and
getting all ready for the annual
victory dance at the Statler Imperial Ballroom next Saturday
night
a good band will furnish
the toots and a good crowd will provide the roots
Vin Gary and his
Casa Madrid outfit will dish out the
music
. it's the official dance, so
be there, and if you're not having
a good time your dough will be refunded with a smile . .
we even
smile to think of it.
...

.

.

.

.

.

.
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The sophomore's new advertising
wrinkle, i. e., exhibiting two bucks
on one of their placards, was unique
. the dance itself was
but risky
. the new innomost successful .
vation of lunch tickets seems to be
working smoothly and for the benefit of all
Ed Furbush wanted
to act the role of spectator all the
way at the Army-Notre Dame
battle, so hopped right into the attack on the goal posts and came
out with enough to heat his house
.

.

.

.

.

.

until February.

?T?
It's quite a blow to some of the
seniors when they receive the
proofs of their pictures
a few
of them are taking it hard
the
senior class is planning a gala
sports night for some night within
the next couple of weeks
a real
lineup of good speakers and some
of the more famous figures in the
sports world
. such names as Joe
Cronin, Eddie Shore and Jack
Sharkey are being mentioned
.
the Stylus bone crushers are laying
just claim to the intra-mural championship of the college, having
swept every single battle of their
long two game schedule.
...

.

.

.

...
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Fordham, we can
do to Holy Cross. And we not only
can run the Crusaders ragged, but
we can over and above that, translate the ability of the team, their
brawn and stamina and brains, and
the spirit and faith and confidence
of the whole college behind them,
into victory. Into victory that is
long sought, that will be hard won,
that has been sincerely prayed for.
But our attitude must not be one
of hope or pleasant, passive, anticipation. Rather, our point of view
should be that these two statements
are true: (1) It is quite possible for
Holy Cross to tie or even defeat us.
But (2) it just won't happen.
S. F.

What

we did to

.

.

.

Kindly remind yourselves and
everybody else that you're taking
part in the annual pre-game rally
next Friday night
those who
took part last year don't need any
explanation, and those who didn't
had better come out and join in,
because it'll be something to tell the
kiddies in years to come
and
after the rally and parade the annual B. C.-H. C. smoker will raise
the roof of the University Club
.
but remember that, although Boston
College men will practically own
Boston next Friday night, with
police escort et al., don't get exuberant to such an extent that we'll
hear about anything untoward happening where there are B. C. men.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The sympathy of the faculty and student body is extended to Herbert Carroll, '37. upon the death of his brother.

.

Rotunda

Camera

by Mrs. and Mr. Martin Cassidey

the United States. The turnover
this year has been about 7 per cent
expected to attend after the footCHAPTER THREE
and is greater among the liberal
ball games: there he decides
arts institutions than among other
whether or not he is going to
types of high educational units. Choosing a Place to Camp and
"cut" the next "class." The Rotunda
(The Vermont Cynic.)
What Happened After
is also the only place where the
different clans that make up the
When we reached the parking heterogeneous Heights Tribe meet
Free dancing lessons have been space, we waited for De Luca and on common ground. The lions rub
offered Loyola University freshmen McGrath to show up and compare elbows with the lambs. The Athso that they will have no excuse for notes before proceeding any further, letes, the One-Twenty-Five boys,
staying away from class functions. but a half hour, and then forty-five the Musicians,
the Pre-Meds., the
minutes passed, with, as Mrs. Cas- Marquettes and their elder brothers
sidey so appropriately expressed it the Fultonians, the Ph.B's, the
The Springfield Student reports in her homely way, "no De Luca, or B. S.'s, the H. S.'s, the Heightonians
that University authorities require no McGrath." They were supposed and that strangest of clans?the
that all speeches delivered by stuto come into the grounds through Stylists, they all pass through those
dents at the University of the the southern gate, and for the life rounded walls.
Philippines be censored before they of me, I could not imagine what
Moe and I decided to pitch camp
are given in public.
was delaying them.
At least, I as closely to the Rotunda as
possicould not imagine what was delay- ble to observe the colorful life and
ing Dc Luca. Anything could have record it for posterity.
We picked
"Drowning," said a freshman at happened to McGrath.
He was a nice spot in a corner away from
Simmons, "is the science of taking probably admiring the scenery, or draughts that might come draughtenough water into the lungs to keep perhaps he had met a couple of his ing along, where
we would not be
from living."
buddies from the Saugus American accosted by any New York tailors
Legion Post.
displaying their wares, and where
I gave them five more minutes, the radio music from the Robin
The Fordham Earn contributes
and then I decided to get out and Hood Room, one of the Heights
these rules for those who would act
look around, without any more eating places adjoining the Rotunda,
like Seniors:
shilly-shallying.
Some of the boys would lull us to sleep at night.
I?Use the word "proletariat" in were so frightened that we had to
I left Moe to guard the site
a sentence at least three times a throw them out of the truck, but against Frank Buck or any other
day.
we were not long in reaching the rival expeditions who might appear
2?Under no circumstances ap- building with the tower which and try to claim it as their own,
pear in public with more than two seemed to be the tribal headquar- and wended my way back to
the
textbooks. Besides being distinctly ters. I left Mrs. Cassidey outside outside where Mrs. Cassidey and
the "wrong thing," it has a de- with a gun to keep off the younger, the others were waiting. She was
moralizing effect on the lower more curious natives who were becertainly glad to see me.
There
classes.
ginning to swarm around our little had been no sign of De Luca and
3?Stop
wearing your white group, asking for cigarettes and McGrath yet, and the crowd of
shoes, at least by the end of Deteasing the baggage boys, and I young native hangers-on had becember.
went in the building with Moe to come more numerous and more
4?Treat Juniors with disdain, find a suitable spot near some clean, annoying. One of our huge bagSophomores with condescension, and drinkable water, where we could put gage boys was almost in tears beFreshmen with a boredom which our tents.
cause they were insistently calling
will probably be secretly mixed
The Tower Building, as they him a "pratt," some Heights epithet
with envy.
called it, did not seem to be a which neither he nor I could underbuilding at all, but rather a city stand. At times he would take a
swipe at them with his big fist, but
A night club is operated on the with a roof over it. The corridors
they would only retreat laughingly,
strollconstantly
thronged
are
with
campus of the University of Wisand keep up with their annoying
own
ing
very
crowds
much
like
our
consin by a group of students with
taunts from a distance.
streets,
the sanction of the faculty. It is Tremont or Washington
Quickly I gathered my little group
sorts
wares
of
their belief that such a scheme will and vendors sell all
together and marched them into the
foods,
in
booths;
their
various
keep students from frequenting the
and even dry Tower Building and down to the
less respectable roadhouses in the books, papers, tobacco,
Mrs. Cassidey went in
sweaters to Rotunda.
heavy
goods, such as
vicinity.
her
guard against the wintry blasts that front with her camera under
("Slats")
Horace
by
arm,
followed
are
quite penetrating there on
who
A fine of ten dollars, or a jail University Heights. Perhaps the Duffy, our number two boy,
a neat square
carrying
flag,
was
our
of
Square
the
Times
spot,
sentence of six days, is the sentence busiest
imposed on a co-ed, if she is caught the Tower Building, is the round of green silk, with the inscription,
Chestnut
wearing a fraternity pin at the chamber in the basement directly "The Martin Cassidey
Sponsored
by the
Hill
Expedition,
all
itself,
tower
to
where
under the
University of Minnesota.
the roads lead, and begin again. New Bedford Rotary Club, and J.
Here the money from the outside P. McGuffey's New Bedford Public
alert officials Market." I followed the baggage
Colgate has introduced brilliantly world is changed by
into
houses
the native boys in the rear, nodding and smiltiny
inside
colored covers for examination
ing at the passers-by.
books with a view to taking the "wampum," that the native merthe
When we reached the Rotunda
accept,
and
here
only
student's mind off the impending chants will
with quite a crowd accumulating at
ebbs
and
humanity
tide
of
native
terror.
in a white
flows the whole day through. The our heels, an older man
Rotunda, as the circle is called, is sweat shirt came up to us.
"Say," he said. "If you fellows
From the Carnegie Tartan comes to the average Heights native what
are
the Holy Cross team, your
only
the news that
thirteen per cent the Market Place was to the ancient
of the colleges and universities in Greek, or the Forum to the Romans. locker room is over here to the
the United States are broadcasting There he borrows money, and oc- right."
(You might as well look here
their football games this year.
casionally pays it back; there on
next
week. If you can stand this
out
he
finds
what
morning
Monday
happened after he left Saturday sort of thing a little longer, I supPurdue is now offering a course night; there he listens to gossip and pose I can.)
J. W. Mc, '38.
in Bridge.
reads about the dance that he is
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One hundred new college presidents assumed office with the opening of this fall's term. Last year
there were 125 new administrative
heads of colleges and universities in

Through the
with Gun and

ALUMNI
by Paul Power
This department must begin this
week by apologizing for two grave
errors perpetrated last week. In
the first place, Harry Dowries is not
coaching the Franklin High School
football
team; rather Chestnut
Hill's immortal centre is guiding
the destinies of the Reading High
School eleven. And in the second
place, Edward M. Gallagher, '32, is
really employed by the Internal
Revenue department as this department reported last week, but the
scene of his labor is the Custom
House Tower, not Washington. So
he can't form a Washington, D. C,
club with Charlie Stack after all
and we are very stupid indeed.

John Hanrahan, '33,
his master's degree in
Teacher's College last
teaching in St. Mary's
Brookline.

who received secretary of Mayor Mansfield and
French from an instructor in the law school
An anJune, is now whence he graduated.
of
is exwedding
nouncement
the
School,
High
\u25a0uoos

pa:pad

*

*

*

Herbert A. Kenny, '34, editor of
last year's Heights, is now Dedham
Rumor hath it that the Alumni and Hyde Park district man for the
Association will soon fete Ex-Judge Boston Post.
*
*
*
John P. Burns because of his recent
appointment to the position of
John L. Roache, '34, one-time
attorney for the Federal Securities feature editor of The Heights and
Commission. If this rumor should winner of the Fulton Prize debate
materialize, the banquet will be one last year, is now in the editorial
of the largest affairs ever conducted
rooms of the Boston Traveler and
by the Alumni, since Judge Burns' an evening student in the B. C. Law
friends are innumerable.
School. That trip home to Wake*
*
*
field every night after classes must
The father of Mary E. Ridge of be very tiresome indeed.
*
*
the Thomas Park section of South
Boston recently announced the enSpeaking of The Traveler, Corgagement
of his daughter to nelius J. Dalton, '33, is now a memEdward U. Lee, '30, also of South ber of that paper's staff. Indeed,
Boston. Mr. Lee graduated from during the recent medical conventhe B. C. Law School in 1933 and tion in Boston, Conny crashed the
was admitted to the bar in the sum- front page with a signed story on
mer of the same year. He is now the doings of said convention.
*

*

*

*
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EAGLES

BONFIRE
AND
RALLY
NIGHT
BEFORE

AT CITY
CLUB
AFTER
PARADE

PORTS

GAME

SMOKER

HOCKEY TEAM
Several Seniors
PRACTISING
The Maroon and

Play

BROTHER ACT FOR LAST TIME

Final Game Saturday

Gold pucksters

are gradually rounding into form
after a week of strenuous indoor
work-outs on the Boston Arena ice.

Victory over Holy Cross on De1 would be a signal lor

cember

great rejoicing by all B. C. men.
On that day no Boston College man
could be downcast. Yet, as darkness creeps over the stadium and
the red glow of torches reveals a
ous pre-season practice grind.
joyous throng marching up the hill
behind
the blaring band, should the
At the current writing, Capt.
Eagles
conquer, eleven gridiron
Pete
Liddell,
Ahearn,
Frank
"Red"
Murphy, Hank Groden, Joe O'Dowd, heroes of Boston College will have
their happiness tinged with sadness
Bill Giblin, Ralph Ambrose, forwards; Randy Wise, Ray Funchion, and regret. These stalwarts must
Tom Grimes, John Galvin, defense; realize that they have played their
comprise the group from which a last game wearing the Maroon and
likely varsity unit may be molded. Gold and never again will they be
This list will be strengthened con- able to "sweep down the field for
siderably next week by the addition Boston." Six of these are linemen,
of several footballers including, headed by the 1934 captain, deFred Moore, center, Ed Furbush, pendable Dave Couhig, and five are
backs.
forward, and Tim Ready, goal.
Captain Dave Couhig, the third of
The team's prospects were dealt
a rather severe jolt, Thursday, a trio of great football players to
when Joe Walsh, sophomore end on enter B. C. from Beverly High, is
the varsity eleven, sustained a dis- one of the best guards to represent
located knee in practice which will the Eagles in several years. Dave
render him "hors de combat" for had to battle every inch of the way
several months. Walsh starred at for his position in the forward
defense on the Frosh six last winter
and his absence will be keenly felt.
Graduate Manager John P. Curley, who is drawing up the schedule,
has announced the resumption of
athletic relations with Princeton.
The hockey team will tangle with
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
the sons of old Nassau, Feb. 12, at man in big Paul Brogan, converted
the Hobey Baker Memorial Rink. tackle. Tom Kelley, last year's
regular incumbent, spell* Corley at
the other wing.
Annual Rally and
Captain Buzz Harvey, with an injured
leg and bandaged hand, will
Night
Before play the
Smoke
left tackle hole with 225
Holy Cross Game lbs. of dynamite. Dave Gavin from
Boston Latin does a fine job when
relieving
his captain. Pete Lingua,
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
Harvey's
running mate last year,
low the usual procedure with the
parade on foot and the band leading has been relegated to the second
the play of the rugthe way. With the conclusion of team owing to
ged
sophomore.
Hip Moncewicz,
this, the crowd will make their way
to the City Club to round off the Jim Moran's play at guard, has been
consistently fine all season, and he
evening's entertainment. The committee in charge of the rally and will certainly be prominent on Satparade is chairmaned by Edward J. urday. Luciano, crack sophomore
O'Brien, '35, and includes: Henry W. guard, is on the injured list at presOhrenberger, '35; L. Theodore Gal- ent and should he be unable to play
ligan, '36; Paul V. Donohoe, '35; the post will be given to last year's
Dave Couhig, '35; J. Frank Scannel, regular, Flanagan.
At center for the Crusaders is
Jr., '36; Daniel Holland, '35; T. Guy
Gardner, '36; Richard M. Kelly, '37; New England's outstanding pivot
John F. Paget, '36; William H. G. man, Tony Morandos, who hasn't
Giblin, '35; William Kean, '35; C. been outplayed this year. Billy
Henry Murphy, '35; William J. Col- Ryan, of Brighton, is first reserve.
lins, 36, and Charles A. larrobina,
The backfield corps has also felt
'37.
the blight of the injury jinx. Eddie

The sessions, conducted three nights
a week, have thus far been devoted
solely to conditioning work and
Coach John Kelly's charges appear
ready and fit for the long and ardu-

wall, but when he reached his objective no one denied that he deserved it. A dependable on the
Frosh team, he did not see very
much varsity service until his
Junior year. His ability was recognized by his team-mates who elected
him captain for 1934. This year
he has been an inspiring leader in
the fullest sense of the word. Opposing teams soon came to realize
that the only gains made through
Couhig's position were made by
Eagle backs.
When the enemy
not
backs would
come to Dave he
went after them and it became a
familiar sight to see the doughty
captain making tackles from sideline to sideline. Couhig has set a
high standard of line play for his
successor to strive to equal.
Brother Act
185 pounds of
Bob Curran,
streamlined power, is a South Boston High product who rates the
nomination as ace of the Eagle
ball carriers. The blond hurricane
is the highest scoring, fastest run(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

BOSTON COLLEGE READY

FOR HOLY CROSS ATTACK
Britt, big fullback, and three sensational sophomores, Vin Dougherty,
Len Koziora, and Joe Yablonski,
have been ailing at various times
this season. Tommy Callan will
probably call signals to John Hobin,
Nick Morris and Jack O'Connor,
with Kidd, Janiak, Tom O'Connor
and the afore-mentioned injured
men being held in reserve.
This Holy Cross team, which lost
only to the great Red Raiders of
Colgate and Pop Warner's undefeated Temple team, has power,
speed, balance and a host of reserve strength to throw at the
Eagle's defenses, and with the year's
success or failure hinging on the
outcome of this game, an epic struggle looms as a certainty.
llllllllll|[|liailll!llllllllll[llllllillllllllllMli;|ll|ll|ll|!llllf!ll!li
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Boston's newest and smartest function room
fine dance floor
disappearing bar
private
foyer and service rooms . . suitable for groups
of 150 to 200.
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COLLINS
Once more The Heights football
team takes the field for the greater
glory of the rotunda, for today this
band of stalwart athletes will clash
in mortal combat with the premedical men of the senior class.
Led by that plucky quarterback,
Westbrook O'Brien, whose performances on various gridirons during
the past year have been nothing, if
By BILL

-"

/A

not startling, The Heights will finally recovered from the injuries
sweep down on the practice field be- received in the Fittons, Sing Sing

hind the Science building to give game, and guarantees to all his detheir all against a game, but out- voted followers that he will be playclassed, team.
ing guard for The Heights in this,
The Heights will present then- his final, game as no one has ever
usual lineup, comprising such stars played it before.
There has been a great deal of
as Dutch Holland, Wild Bill Giblin, speculation
as to who will play for
Jack "Bundlebottom" Murphy, Tar- the Pre-Medical men.
Although
zan Paget and Guy Gardner, the The Heights received an official
wild man of Waban Hill. Together challenge through the mail a few
with these gridsters will be "Little weeks ago, it was not until Monday
evening at 7.30 that The Heights
Lou" Delahoyde, whose career as a manager
was able to meet one of
football player has been beset by the future doctors. The newspamany injuries. Lou, however, has
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 6)
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For Smart College Functions

Bob and Joe Curran, halfback and fullback respectively, who will put on their brother act
for the last time next Saturday against Holy Cross. Bob started the season in the Eagle backfield, and has held the post all year, leading the Maroon and Gold ball carriers in scoring. Joe
forged to the fore early in the season, and for the last four games has been in the starting
lineup with Bob. Saturday will find the now famous brother team on the field when the opening whistle sends the Eagle and Crusader together in the annual clash.
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Coats as authentically British as a monocle, from
collar-tab to inside change pocket on the left.
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American made from Scotland's finest fabrics:
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CASTILIAN ROOM

Spanish decorative treatment
small groups.
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suitable for

CLUB TOURAINE

Boston's outstanding smart supper club. Spend
an evening of dancing to Payson Raye and his
orchestra. Featured artists.
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And why not? When we bring
u Scotland's finest fabrics
and England's
smartest style cuts, we can safely say these
Crombie coats are Siamese twins to those imported coats at $75 to $125. Everything imported but the workmanship
and that so exact
to the authentic British patterns that the Lord of
Chesterfield couldn't tell them apart. Doublebreasted raglans, single-breasted raglans, balmacaans. They're the coats of the hour!
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Crombte Stormaways
are Exclusive with
Jordan Marsh
Company!
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Experts to View
JESUIT RIVALS
Saturday's Game
CONTINUE FEUD

Will Watch Curran and

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
contest by a 6 to 4 score and that

Harvey Very Closely

has been indicative of the present
standing of the series. Both colleges
have held at one time or other the
edge in the series. Up until 1901 the
Eagles held a 5-1 advantage but
Holy Cross put on its greatest win
streak in the years preceding the
war and won seven successive victories. Just when the series began
to take on a decidedly Purple aspect
the boys on the Heights found
themselves and a series of names
like Linnehan, Carney, Holland and
Devlin followed by the equally
famous Urban, Fitzpatrick, Darling,
Roderick, Koslowski, O'Brien, Treat,
Weston, Murphy, Creedon, Chesnulevitch, Tosi and Freitas the
Eagle stock has been in decided
ascendancy since 1916 under the
able tutelage of Maj. Cavanaugh
and his star pupil, Joe McKenney.
Since that historic year when the
Eagle turned the tide with a thrilling and chilling 16-14 victory, the
B. C. boys have taken eleven games
to four for their friendly opponents.
These four victories by the Purple
have helped to give them their
point advantage, however, for in
1921 and in 1924 they won by 41
and 33 point margins, respectively.
The former of these two scores
represents the largest majority enjoyed by either team in the history
of their rivalry. The closest battle,
from the standpoint of point advantage, was in '31 when the fortunate Crusader plucked a 7-6 win
from their rivals who played them
to a standstill all afternoon.
In the years that the present
seniors have attended the Heights
each team has garnered a victory
and a frozen scoreless tie was
fought up and down Fitton Field.
The Purple victory in '31 has already been mentioned and in the
scoreless tie in '32 the Eagles received a bitter disappointment for
they out-played Holy Cross in every
department of the game but were
unable to push the ball over the
goal line.
This Boston College-Holy Cross
classic constitutes the leading Catholic football meeting of the fall and
with the spirit of the opposing colleges, the natural rivalry existing
between the Jesuit trained schools
and the color of the crowds which
annually attend this game, the contest is traditionally and currently
the most eagerly awaited battle of
the season.

will trot out some
finest when the Crusaders
climb the Heights this week-end to
give battle to the Eagles.
And
few will be the men who will reap
for themselves the distinction of
having starred in the B. C.-H. C.
game.
But they will have every
chance in the world to show their
wares, for that game will be the
game of games for such opportunities. The usual hordes of scriveners will be there, and experts, those
mysterious men who travel about,
popping up at this game and that
game, and who slowly but most certainly compile their list of ALL
America prospects. You will see
them there?or, perhaps you won't,
for they do not make themselves
New England

THRUTHE

PURPLE COACH
BOTH TEAMS
IS INTERVIEWED EVENLY MATCHED
Comments on
Impending Encounter

Anderson

conspicuous, with sharpened pencils,
eyes glued upon the pigskin-warriors, and not a thought in the
world save for starring principles.
Their choice will not be simple,
far from it. The veteran team
which the Crusaders will send to
battle includes such seasoned stars

as Moran, Luciano, Morandos Morris, Britt, Janiak, O'Connor, Harvey
and Hobin. Of these perhaps the
last two will attract the greatest interest. Harvey, who won undisputed All-Eastern honors last season, is still a strong candidate for
an All-America nomination, as is
his team-mate Hobin, than whom
no other individual deserves more
credit for stopping C. U., Brown,
Manhattan and Harvard. It is to
Jim Hobin's passes that these great
teams owe their defeat.
These, however, will not attract
all the attention. It is safe to say
that every eye in the park will be
focused on the nimble-footed Bobby
Curran. One of the leading scorers
in the east; one of the cleverest
running backs ever to don a B. C.
helmet; an accurate passer, receiver place, kicker, blocker and a
sure ground gainer, the blond halfback from South Boston will be the
choice of many for the coveted AllAmerica title.
Also Brother Joe
Curran, Bernie Moynahan and Captain Couhig will bear plenty of consideration. Already Bob Curran has
been nominated with Dimmy Zaitz
for "all" honors by Harry Stuhldreher.

BILL KEAN

Unquestionably, the story of this season's success or failure will
be summed up in the results of next Saturday's skirmish?summed up
for both Boston College and Holy Cross. The season thus far for both
the Eagle and the Crusader has been tinged with a slightly off-color
hue, and there will be plentiful redemption for whichever of the two
clubs is fortunate enough to push over the coveted win.
The burning question of the hour quite naturally is, "What
A year ago the gods
are the chances of Boston victory?"
smiled fondly on the upturned countenances of the 1934
Maroon and Gold and with the final whistle the Eagle soared
mightily and handsomely into the night. On that day a determined band of intrepid Heightsmen withstood the merciless assaults of a heavier and more experienced foe to leave
the field with glory enough for a season. According to the
pre-game dope the B. C. eleven was a scrapper, but hardly the
club to best the giant Holy Cross machine in a joust where
so much was at stake.

DUPLICATING '34?
Strangely, the situation this year shows a marked similarity in
the character of the two principals of Saturday's set to. Eagle and
Crusader have both felt the sting of defeat. Both likewise have shown
flashes of brilliant football (and football that was not so brilliant).
Inveterate rivals, these two teams can be counted upon to toss aside
the season's records and start anew, as they enter upon the climactic
struggle of their respective seasons.
The weight advantage lies heavily with the "Cross."
Standing out as a bulwark in the front ranks of the Knights
is Captain Buzz Harvey, a tackle whose praises have been
sung from East to West. Lingua, Morandos, Flanagan, Moran,
Lucian, Ryan and Gavin all portly gentlemen, will be on the
firing line on Dec. 1. Most of these boys have seen service in
former B. C.-H. C. wars, but this should not phase the Eagles.
To all intents and purposes apparently the only difference
between the individuals who fought in a lost Cross cause
twelve months ago and the present group is that they've

few times in the interim.
BEAT HOLY CROSS!!
As some of you may remember, wile put weight to rout in no
uncertain fashion on Dec. 2 last. It was the old story of brain over
to
brawn. The same master mind who directed an outmanned team
victory on that occasion will be on the sideline pitting his mental skill
offer. This
against whatever the good Dock Anderson may have to
to
preparing
the
few
are
who
in itself should check the tendencies of
trot out the sackcloth and ashes. The proper mental attitude is absolutely essential for a win as any smart coach will tell you. If we
ability to do that
are to win this game, we must be confident of our
game
again.
very thing.
But let's get back into the ball
(Continued on Page 5)
shaved

There is an air of quiet confidence
the Holy Cross dressing room
that is rather unusual for this time
of the season, for the St. James
huskies realize that a victory over
Boston College is necessary to close
the season successfully. The overconfidence that characterized their
teams of the past two years has departed and the memory of last season's crushing defeat still rankles.
Coach Anderson has impressed the
boys with the fact that they will
have a hard job in downing the
present flock of Eagles and his interest in the B. C.-H. C. classic is
immediately evident.
"Considering the respective
schedules of the two teams," he
said, "and the outcome of the
games, we expect to win. We have
met two great teams in Colgate and
Temple, and if some of our best
players had not been injured we
might now be undefeated. Because
I realize that B. C. has also had
some hard luck but will be at its
peak on Dec. 1, I feel that the outcome may depend on the breaks and
strength of replacements."
"Our best end, Avery, will be
ready, together with the first string
guards, Moran and Luciano, who
have been on the injured list. The
center and tackle positions are well
handled with Hip Moncewicz of
Brockton getting the call over Pete
Lingus opposite Buzz Harvey. The
backfield is slowly rounding into
shape and with Nick Morris and
Jay O'Connor in good physical condition, I think B. C. will have to
work hard to keep us from scoring.
"Considering everything, it will
be a typical Boston College-Holy
Cross game, with plenty of spirit
and color. Personally, I expect it
to be close, but if our Notre Dame
plays function as expected you fellows at the Heights can expect to
see the Eagle lose a few feathers."
After the "Doc" left the dressing
room, Capt. Harvey made his appearance and had a few comments
in

YEAGL'S
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While the Eagles and the Crusaders are marking time preparatory to
their traditionalannual post-Thanksgiving Day clash, a glimpse at the
records of the present season may
illuminate the standing and merits
of the respective squads.
Both teams have played eight
games and started the
season in the
rain. Holy Cross has won five
games, lost two, and tied two. Boston College has won five, and lost
three. The Purple has scored one
hundred and forty-nine points
against their opponents' fifty-two.
The Maroon and Gold, due to the
debacle at Baltimore, although it
has won more than half its games,
scored sixty-two against sixty-five
for opponents.
A truer perspective, perhaps, of
the present strength of these archrivals of the gridiron may be had by
a comparison of the last three
games of each team.
The boys
from Mt. St. James do not show
up so well. They were defeated by
Colgate's Red Raiders, 20-7, and
lost to Temple University 14-0.
Their last game, against little Manhattan College, they won by one
touchdown, 12-6.
On the other
hand, the Eagles from the Heights
of Chestnut Hill won their last
three starts, their opponents going
scoreless.

"With a week and a half for the
injured players to get back into
form, including myself, we will be
ready for B. C. We would like
especially to win because the
seniors on the squad have not as
yet beaten a Boston College team.
Two years ago the score was 0-0,
and last year we lost 13-9, but this
is a Holy Cross year, and I can say
for the fellows that B. C.is due for
a surprise."
Looking around at the young gentlemen from the Hill, it might be
said that "Buzz" did not seem to be
All the players
are
boasting.
keyed up for the game. They have
confidence in their coach and in the
system he teaches, so that it looks
as though the Eagles will face a
fighting Holy Cross team that is
anxious to avenge last season's defeat.

n When Exhausted

Come at Eight

$o Per MONSTER VICTORY BALL $0 Per
OCoupie AFTER THE CROSS GAME ?'Couple
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Evening" Clothes
for that affair
Whether you prefer a single or double breasted
Tuxedo or you want to be impeccably clad in a perfectly proportioned Full Dress suit, you will find exactly what you want in the comprehensive showing
of Howard Clothes for evening wear.
garments are carefully designed and tailored to
give you elegance and ease
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CAPTAIN OF EACH
TEAM IS LINESMAN

HEIGHTS TO
TRY AGAIN

Couhig Never on Team
Losing to Holy Cross

Will Oppose Pre-Medical
Division on Gridiron

A striking comparison is offered
by Capt. Dave Couhig of the Eagles
and Capt. Charles "Buzz" Harvey of
the Crusaders. Strangely enough,
there are several coincidental points
dotting their respective gridiron
records.
When the two opposing leaders
swap handshakes and perform the
customary
coin-flipping ceremony
shortly before the starting whistle,
Saturday, the first of their common
bonds will be noted. For the meeting will mark the first occasion in
years that the two captains of New
England's traditional Jesuit college
gridiron

(Continued from Page 3, Col. G)
per's emissary found this gentleman

walking down Commonwealth avenue at a killing pace, drinking a
cup of coffee and at the same
time
reading a book with the title "Embryology of the Chick." Upon a
great deal of
cross-questioning this
character admitted that his name
was Gloomy Gus Chiampi, the
Gil
Dobie of the Biology Lab. and
after much deliberation on his part
he decided that he could uncover
enough
men from beneath the
microscope covers to field a presentable team.
And so the game has been arranged.
For the seniors on both
teams this will in all probability be
their final football game. Consequently they are ready to give
their

foes are both linemen.

In fact, linemen of outstanding
ability. Harvey, a 215-pound Rock
of Gibraltar, has shone forth brilliantly as a tackle on the Purple
eleven for the past three years, last
fall being accorded All-America
honors. Our own leader, Captain
Dave, need ask no quarter, however,
from his heavier adversary for the
work of the 185-pound Maroon and
Gold guard, who was an important
factor in the win over Holy Cross
last fall, has played a major role
in every Boston triumph this season and was a bright spot in each
of those three defeats, long since
forgotten. Both, incidentally, ply
their trade from the left side of the

line.
Greater Boston claims both
players as products of her scholastic
realm.
Couhig formerly starred at
Beverly High under Edward "Bodger" Carroll while Harvey was a
pupil of Art McManus at Boston
College High, where he was the
main cog in the undefeated, untied
eleven, in 1929. Thus we are apprised of the peculiar fact that the
Purple's gallant captain was once a
proud wearer of the Maroon and
Gold. Harvey will find some familiar faces in the Boston lineup
for three of his old teammates over
at St. James street will oppose him,
namely, Tom Brennan, George Mahoney and Frank Good.
Couhig and Harvey have been
forced to undergo the serious handicap of captaining elevens which, in
truly inexplainable fashion, failed
to line up to bright pre-season expectations. Both displayed remarkable courage and patience in

Cinder
Dust
By William G. Hayward

WELL

?the seniors have been

finally ousted from their position of interclass champions and it
took the juniors to pull the act.
The final tally covering the two
days of competition was: Juniors,
49%; Freshmen, 34V 2 ; Seniors, 28,
and Sophomores, 22.
*

*

*

Captain John Joyce is evidently
out of condition, due to his showing
in both the dashes. Jugger generally reaches his peak by the time

the outdoor season rolls 'round.
*

*

*

We're only hoping that Ed Cady,
'38, is of the same temperament. If
returning their respective teams to he does any better time this Spring
the winning trail and this excellent in the sprints we'll have a future
spirit is reflected in their own in- intercollegiate champion at the
Heights.
dividual play.
performance in
the
Couhig's
High scoring honors go to Tom
much-discussed Fordham game borMcFarland,
'38, who tallied no less
dered on the sensational and was
one-half of the
probably the finest aftei-noon's work than 17 points
of his entire gridiron career. Harfreshmen total. Tom is a classy
vey,
hampered by early-season performer in both hurdle events and
injuries, has been unable to scale both jumps.
the heights of last season but his
Dimmy Zaitz, '36, was the runstellar play against Harvard and
Temple bore a shadowy resemblance ner-up for the individual honors,
netting 11 points in the field events.
to the 1933 All-America.
Our Dave will be out to remove
what he considers a smirch on his
Ben Hines, '37, the middle disfamily escutcheon. Two years ago,
tances
was another of the outstanda Boston College eleven, led by his
ing performers, registering 10 digbrother Phil, now line coach at
sophs. Ben tied Ed Cady
Providence, battled to a scoreless tie its for the
for points gained.
with the foe from Mt. St. James and
the younger Couhig has promised to
erase this with a victory.
One of the highlights of the meet
Still another objective is his de- was the stirring tie between Jack
termination to maintain his record Burke, '36, and Robert Roche, '38,
of never having tasted the bitter in the two-mile jaunt. These two
dregs of defeat at the expense of marathoners came down the home
the Crusaders. This is one instance stretch, neck and neck, and finished
where the inimitable Mr. Harvey like the Siamese twins.
cannot match the B. C. captain for
he, conversely, has never enjoyed a
The grads certainly are interested
win over a Boston eleven.
in the Eagle track teams. Ex-Captain Johnny McManus, '34, premiere
sprinter; ex-Captain Brendan MoyGaining- a unanimous decision
nihan, '32, middle distance star;
over the Brown Freshman debating Bill Hayes, '34, last year's
high
team the freshman members of the scorer; Bill
Parks,
'34,
quarter
Marquette Debating Society upheld miler;
John Turcot, '32, varsity
the negative side of the question, manager;
Dana Smith, '34, half
Resolved: That the several states miler?all
officiated.
should enact legislation for the
The
socialization of medicine.
Brown Freshmen, represented by
Don McKee, '37, broke the worsted
Frank Licht and Curtis B. Watson, a scant few inches ahead of Buster
defended the affirmative, and the Malone, '36, in the 440. What a
Marquette by Edward Stanton, '38,
race?excellent time, too.
and Francis E. Sullivan, '38.
The judges were the Hon. Patrick J. Duane, judge, and former
In fact, the performances in all
mayor of Waltham; Charles J. Fay, the races yielded fast time. Ben
Dartmouth, '10, connected with the Hines' feat in winning the 880 reJohn Hancock Life Insurance Co., sulted in noteworthy time (lm.
and Father James Garrity of Wo585.). This is the fastest half run
bum. The chairman of the debate in an interclass meet in many a
was John F. Coughlan, '37.
moon.
*

*

.

*

*

*

*

.

*

*

.

(Continued from Page 4)
There are roughly speaking, several dozen features in
connection with Saturday's fracas. Hobin's kicking from our
own personal observations (yes, we HAVE been scouting

all that it is claimed to be, perhaps a little more
than is claimed for it. On the other hand the lads from the
Heights have been heard to mention the names of Brennan
and Moynahan and Avery repeatedly in this connection. In
the event of a close battle?perhaps a place kicking duel will
Worcester) is

develop centering about Messrs. Flaherty and Harvey. Both
of these individuals have shown that they possess the mastertouch when it comes to placing the oval between the uprights.
Finally as the Revs. Gilleran and O'Connor would say, don't
forget the exhibitions by the purveyors of melody.
Speaking of the band, we have the announcement direct from
Father Gilleran's chambers that the College Songs have been published and may be purchased down-town at McLaughlin & Reilly Co.
This is certainly a real step forward in the progress of the College
Songs, supplying at the same time a long felt need. The project has
been undertaken by the Boston College Musical Club and has been
made possible through the generosity of the Philomatheia Club. Mr.
James Ecker, Musical Director of the Club is responsible for the ar-

rangements of the songs which include, "Alma Mater," "For Boston,"
"Onward B. C," and "Maroon and Gold," "Sweep Down the Field"
is in the making and will appear soon. Through the instrumentality
of the Philomatheia Club, the Boston College Song Book, attractively

bound, will be published in the Spring. We believe that with this release Boston College will have the benefit of the most extensive repertoire among the Catholic Colleges for the East, perhaps in the
entire country.

READY TO GO

*

*

*

*

*

*

THRU the EAGLE'S EYE

!

*

JOHN PAGET
There is no greater thrill to be
experienced by those who know
football than to chalk up comparisons of the abilities of opposing
footballers in their individual departments.
To many it is just a
jumble of brute strength pounding
and pushing itself all over a green
sward marked with peculiar chalk
lines. But on the other hand there
is the pigskin scientist who sits
down and contrasts weights, passing, place kicking, punting and running skill. Saturday will see this
fanatic in his glory for it marks the
season's epic encounter between two
teams that tip the scales of prediction at equilibrium.
To such moleskin mathematicians
and all of his fraternity we say:
"Look for the long slanting
spirals of our own Tom Brennan as
they measure up with those of 'Jim'
Hobin, Purple light."
By

*

*

*

Pitted against the toe of the only
too well known Britt, we offer the
pedal extremity of one Bernie
Moynahan, Forest Hills, N. Y.'s
golden contribution.
*

*

passes,

to

work

upon

!! !

*

appetite.

*

Out on the Worcester hills, resides a youngster who has more
than done well by himself.
He
answers to the name of Callan. His
running has been likened oftimes to
that much abused quadruped the
rabbit.
However, like all good stories, a
fly always disturbs the ointment.
The fly this time exists in the person of that blond-headed South
Boston dynamo Bob Curran. Watch
him and weep
. . for Callan!
.

*

Infinitely

*

there

*

crops

up

the

captains.
The name
Harvey speaks for itself with its
warning "Buzz." He's built something along the lines of a Mack
question

*

CAPTAIN DAVE COUHIG

B. C. SONGS

%

NOW ON SALE

Arranged for Band, Jazz-band
and Orchestra
Alma

For

Mater

can, too.
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Boston

Coach Herb Crimlisk

addressed

and outlined seasonal plans to the
forty-odd Freshman hockey candi-

dates who trouped into Room 112
the Tower Building on Monday,
November 26th. The outlook for a
leading Freshman sextet is one of
the best since 1928, when the last
recognized ice squadron represented
Boston College. The usual contingent of prep school scintillants
augmented by many sturdy reserves
will provide the nucleus which Herb
Crimlisk will prepare for next
of

year's varsity.
Although the schedule has not
been completed up to the present
writing, it is probable that Cambridge New Prep, Brown Frosh,

Middlesex,

Bridgton

Lawrence

Academy,

Academy,
Cambridge
Latin, Dean Academy, St. John's
Prep, Melrose High, Newton High,
and the Freshman teams of Boston
University, Northeastern, M. I. T.,
and the University of New Hampshire among others will be booked

FROSH-SOPH RUSH
CUSTOM REVIVED
To Be Reestablished for
the First Time Since
Early Twenties
A revival of an old custom, the
Frosh-Soph Rush, is planned for the
near future.
The last rush took
place in the early twenties. Any
day now the greased pole, the
greased pig, or the greased ball is
expected to make its triumphant re-

turn to University Heights.
The Freshman footballers will be
the mainstay of the first year men.
The Sophomores will resort to their
usual trickeries and the whole thing
should provide a spectacle for the
upper classes.

W. ROXBURY CLUB
PRESENTS COACH
AT SPORTS NIGHT
The Boston College Club of West
held a Sports' Night
last Wednesday in St. Andrew's
Church Hall, Jamaica Plain.
The
program, directed by D. Leo Daley,
ex-Boston College coach, had many
Roxbury

speakers led

by

Joe

McKenney,

Bill Ormsby, Tom MeCabe, Graduate Manager of Holy Cross, and
Gus Rooney of the Boston Traveler,
Harry Downes, Ex-Boston College
All-American center, and many
others.
Football, especially the Boston
College-Holy Cross game, was the
main topic of the evening, with different speakers relating their own

PATRONIZE

Sons of Maroon and Gold

A

of

truck but Mack trucks have been
known to be stopped. Some one
once said, "the more atmosphere
they occupy, the more resounding
the ring when they strike 'terra
firma'" or words to that effect.
Again we say, cast the orbit
upon Dave Couhig, Phil did it and it
is no exaggeration to say that Dave

*

FRESH. HOCKEY
SQUAD'S COACH IS
HERB CRIMLISK

for games.

*

Boston College High gave the
Cross its Nick Morris, who catches

*

OUR

anecdotes.

;| [M

'-,

/
-?

,

*

*

"PICKING THEM"

"Jawn" Harvard will remember him
quite vividly, but, we say we keep
an eye on "Tilly" Ferdenzi, his
fingers are dipped in glue.

BROWN DEBATE

*

all; in fact, they are ready to die,
if necessary, for the greater honor
of the team. Those who are
interested in either or both teams and
who wish to gain some presage of
what is to happen on Alumni Field
Saturday may, on the payment of
one dollar (§1.00) view this titanic
struggle between two mammothlike teams.

For B.

('.

ADVERTISERS

Smokers, rallies, formal
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William T. Miller, '04, urged all
students and alumni living in West
Roxbury, Roslindale and Jamaica
Plain to join the club.
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Many

of McKenney's

Men Playing Final
Game for Boston College Saturday

his right to the signal calling de(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)
In the B. U. game of
In addition, Bob flings partment.
squad.
southpaw passes in his spare time 1933, Paul looked like an ideal triple
and is a sure fire pass receiver. The threat and Joe McKenney selected
blond lad can do everything on the him as first string quarter on the
gridiron
except catch his own 1934 eleven. This put Moynahan
passes. (He probably could do that back to second string quarterback,
but failed to discourage him. Beif he had to.)
It cannot be said that Joe Curran cause of his punting', the pride of
follows the lead of Brother Bob.
Joe's job, rather, is blasting his way
for Bob and the other Eagle balltoters, and Joe is just the boy for
that job. When he throws a block,
he just gathers in his 180 pounds
and hurls it at the prospective
tackier, who suddenly begins to
wonder how he arrived beneath this
human juggernaut. Interfering, admirably executed as it is, is not
Joe's only proclivity. He vies with
Pat Avery for the title of best defensive back to represent B. C. since
Joe Kelley. The darker member of
the Curran Co., Touchdown Manufacturers, is a hard-driving leather
toter, as he evidenced so clearly in
the Western Maryland game, when
he produced many long runs.
Although Joe has not gained the attention that Bob has, he is just as
important to the team's success as
the Eagle's ace, and Bobby would
be the last to deny this.
Bernie Moynahan, the only New
Yorker on the squad, has finally
achieved the recognition he deserves. Undaunted by seeming unsurmountable obstacles, the softspoken Ben plugged away until he
became first string quarterback. He
would have won this post in his
sophomore year if it had not been
his fate to have as a competitor one
of the greatest signal callers ever
to wear the old Maroon and Gold,
Johnny Freitas. Understudying the
Fairhaven flash did not do Bernie
any harm, however, for he picked
up plenty of football ability in his
apprenticeship. When Freitas was
winding up his career and Moynahan seemed sure of succeeding him,
up popped Paul Flaherty to dispute

November 28, 1934

New York was also used as

a

full-

EAGLE CAPTAIN

Villanova game at tackle and
turned in a brilliant performance.
Henry has been the acme of steadiness, and although he is overlooked
by the ordinary fan, real football
students recognize his worth.
It was noted by many that the
touchdown march put on by Ferdenzi and Curran in the Villanova
game this year received its great-

back reserve. When Flaherty was est impetus from Henry.
The
injured, Moynahan became the di- band could march through some of
rector and held on to the job after the holes Ohrenberger has opened
Paul recovered.
for his backs. Henry has been the
most dependable man on the squad
Pass-kick Proficiency
in spite of the fact that his PreThat Bernie is a great forward Med. studies cut into his practice
passer will be attested by any one time. He has carried on
the repuof the thousands who saw the Fordtation for lineplay instituted by his
ham game, for in this game he was brother Bill.
at his best. He entered the game
in its closing minutes and gave a
Cowhig a Powerhouse

brilliant exhibition of sharpshooting. Every pass was directly to the
mark. Coach McKenney has said
that Moynahan is probably one of
the best passers in the country.
When he is right, Ben can hit the
left eyelash of the Liberty girl on
a dime, at 50 yds. This year, the
light-heavyweight lad has become a
stellar blocker, which fact adds to
his value to the team. Bernie has
been the steady, rather than the
flashy type of footballer, but he
usually manages to thrill the fans
when he goes back to receive a
punt.
However, since Bob Curran
has taken over that duty the cool
and confident Xavier High product
confines himself to directing the
team, blocking, passing and punting.

He can punt with almost the same
accuracy as he can pass and he,
if anyone, should be able to duel,
yard fory ard, with the highly rated
Jim Hoban of the Crusaders.
Henry Ohrenberger is the real
veteran of the Eagles. He has been
in more games and usually for a
longer time than the other senior
members. The Dorchester giant
attained prominence in his junior
year, when he played the entire

Frank Cowhig, the tallest and
the heaviest men on the
was the most improved
player of all the seniors on the
squad this year. Faced by a wealth
of competitors for one of the tackle
positions, Frank fought his way up
through the reserves until he won
the right to start the Villanova
game.
Then an ill-timed injury
halted his progress. Even though
he has not started a game yet, he
has seen plenty of service. Besides
being a stalwart lineman, Frank is
his teamconstantly exhorting
mates to greater deeds and is the
sparkplug of the team all the time
he is in the game. Quiet and unostentatious on the campus, Cowhig plays the tackle position with
all the daintiness of a steam-shovel
and wreaks greater destruction on
the opponent's interference than
any steam shovel you can mention.
Paul Donahue, unquestionably, is
the most versatile man on the
squad. In his three years at the
one of
squad,

Heights the former English High
captain has played every position in

the line. He started as an end in
his sophomore year, was shifted to

STARTING QUARTERBACK

Captain Dave Couhig, who will lead his team onto Alumni Field for the last time next Saturday
afternoon against Holy Cross
tackle, and during his

junior year

became a regular guard. Due to
weakness in the center spot, Paul
was recruited to fill the snapperback position. He has come up to
the standard expected of him. The
center position affords him the
chance to utilize his great defensive ability. His crashing tackles
have stopped many a play before it
has started. Paul, besides being a
dependable defense man, is a real
iron man. It is hard to recall any
time when the tall center has had
time out for an injury. He seems
to be a living proof of the axiom
that the harder you tackle the less
you get hurt.

Good Is Good
Frank Good, former B. C. High
luminary, would probably be a star
ball carrier for the Eagles by this
time if he had gone out for football
Frank
in his sophomore year.
played freshman football and then
dropped out of action until this
year. At the beginning of the season he became lost in the shuffle of
unknown and unproven backs.
When he managed to get into a
game he amazed the fans with the
speed with which he glided through
enemy ranks. It is not beyond the
realm of possibility that Frank will
be the Eagle ace in the hole against
Holy Cross.
Eddie O'Brien, reserve center, has
been on the Varsity roster for three
years, and though he has not won a
starting position, he is a valuable
man to have around. Eddie was
handicapped somewhat by his size,
yet he was an accurate passer and
possessed the seventh sense given to
centers to diagnose opponents' plays.
Much is expected of handsome Eddie, the Solemn, on Saturday.

|

Ben Moynahan, starting at quarterback against Holy Cross next Saturday in his final
for Boston College

Bill Duffy, Taunton's representative on the Eagle eleven, had the
misfortune to be trying for a guard
job at a period in B. C. football when
Ungood guards were plentiful.
daunted by the terrific competition
he had to face, Bill fought his way
up to the point where he is now
rated as one of the most dependable
reserves. As last year's contests
with Holy Cross and Fordham
clearly demonstrated, dependable reserves are a valuable asset. It is no
game small achievement to win the title
of reserve guard, and Bill has rea-

son to be proud of his rating. Duffy
probably would have been a firststring guard if he had been at B. C.
a few years ago when there was not
such an abundant supply of guards
available as at present.
The only reason for naming Eddie
Anderson, last of the eleven seniors,
is that someone had to be last. Eddie certainly is not rated last in
ability. Centre College fans will assent to this statement, as Eddie's
touchdown was the winning margin
over the Colonels this year. Although

STYLUS ELEVEN
WINS AGAIN
Mark Dalton, varsity

book

re-

viewer and dashing left end, won
immortality for himself and a decisive victory for the Stylus last
Wednesday afternoon on the Freshwhen he carried the

man gridiron

pigskin across the Band goal line
on two occasions. Due to Dalton's

this feat attracted more attention, it amazing ability to snare forward
is by no means Ed's only claim to passes at crucial moments, the final
fame. His work in the Springfield score of this epic struggle was
game won him a starting position.
12-0, and the Stylus eleven is the
He has been a hard driving defenfootball champion of the
sive end. His crashing tackles cause undisputed

backs to fumble frequently, school.
and Eddie is usually the one to
The first score in the game came
pounce on the bouncing leather. at the termination of the last play
Eddie is a worthy successor to the
of the first half. With seconds left
host of great ends turned out by the
in the half, Quarterback "Pug"
incomparable Bill Ormsby.
Although the Class of 1935 has Cronin opened his bag of tricks and
directed that "Chink" Brewin, bonenot been represented in great numbers it has had the quality. These crushing halfback, hurl a long foreleven men leave behind them high ward to
the elongated Dalton. This
standards of play to inspire their
Brewin did, but not until a series
successors to greater deeds on the
gridiron.
They have been worthy of lateral passes that would dazzle
upholders of the lofty traditions of Colgate had completely fooled the
Boston College football.
The second
boys of the band.
Stylus touchdown came late in the
ITALIAN CLUB
fourth quarter, when Pete O'FlaContending that more students
are interested in a course in Italian, herty hurled a long pass into the
Christy lanella drafted a formal pe- end zone into the waiting arms of
tition to be presented to Rev. Fr. Dalton. P. V. Power, the Stylus'
McHugh. As a result of the large demon right halfback, was on the
number of students who responded ground at the time.
to the straw petition which was
Mention must also be made of
Ducie
Power's sterling
several
Robert
circulated
weeks ago, Chairman lanella drew up a new petition play. His constant cry to the refat the meeting in room T 201, Nov. eree of "Power for Power, Sir,"
was one of the features of the
22.
The chairman argued that many game. Louis Mercier, fleet right
universities and secondary schools end, turned the tide of the strughave met the growing demand by gle in the second quarter when he
installing the study of Italian which succeeded in recovering a Band fumis the most traditional and flowing ble. This recovery was directly reof all romance languages. With the sponsible for the first Stylus touchdown, scored a few moments later.
commencement of this course BosRumor hath it that the boys from
ton College will have a well-rounded
the Stylus building will play the
curriculum in languages.
Plans for an Italian Academy winner of the Army-Navy tussle, to
When
have not yet been discussed until be played on Saturday.
about
the
peis
on
Coach
Brewin
was
asked
action
reached
the
definite
tition; nevertheless, the Italian club possibility of such a game, he rewill continue to hold its regular plied: "It all depends on the guarantee. Tea comes high."
meetings. All are invited.

enemy
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Father Murphy Ends
SOPHS TO DEBATE FEAST OF VIRGIN
Masonry Lectures
ON NOVEMBER 28
MARY OBSERVED
CELEBRATION IN STATLER

SENIORS SPONSOR VICTORY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
ready this fall Vin Gary's boys have
played
at Dartmouth,
Harvard
Business School, the University of
Vermont, Union College in Schenectady and many other prominent
schools and colleges. The troupe's
featured vocalist is John Ravelly,
whose thrushing sounds more like
Kenny Sargent than does the Casa
Loma vocalist himself.
Due to the necessity of concluding the evening's entertainment at

In compliance with the request of
Rev. Robert E. Sheridan, S.J., Dean

the stroke of twelve, the committee
is particularly desirous of having
the guests arrive as early as possible.
This request also applies to
the members of both squads, who
of course have been invited to attend.

Bill Giblin is so confident that the
dance will be a huge success that
he is certain even the defeated
Holy Cross squad will regain its
cheerfulness under the influence of
the Casa Madrid music.

MR. BONN, S.J., ADDRESSES
POETRY SOCIETY ON SAINTS
nately unable to attend the meeting.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
Mr. Bonn spent two years at
referred to the works of St. Isidore
for the second being
of Spain and St. Theresa. Using Boston College,
promoted to the Freshman Chair
the example of St. Therese of the
of Classics. He was Moderator of
Child Jesus, he found the inspira- the Stylus, founder and Moderator
tion of true Catholic poets in the of the
Campion
Club, student

love of God and exhorted his readers to try to become saints if they
hope to become real Catholic poets.
Several students who studied under Mr. Bonn, and many members
of his Campion Club were among
the guests at the lecture. The
Moderator of the Society, Rev.
Terence L. Connolly, S.J., Rev.
Leonard Feeney, S.J., the distinguished author, and Mr. Daniel
Sargent, newly elected president of
the National Society, were unfortu-

writers' organization, Director of
the Dramatic Club, and assisted in
the direction ,of the Bellarmine
Club. He has had three poems published by "America" and a group of
verses
have been accepted by
"Poetry." He has completed a volume upon the Classic meters and it
is expected to be printed in the near
future.
Mr. Bonn is a third year
student at the Weston
College
School of Divinity, and anticipates
being ordained a priest in the

of Sophomore, the Marquette Debating Society will present a debate
under the supervision of Mr. Raymond Cahill, S.J., the moderator, in
the Library Auditorium this morning during the regular oratory hour
before the entire sophomore class.
The debate is to serve as a laboratory experiment in rhetoric for the
sophomores who are pursuing the
study this year.
The subject under discussion will
be: Resolved, that the Federal Government should adopt a policy of
equalizing education by means of
annual grants to the several states.
Sophomore representatives in the
persons of John F. Donelan, President of the Society, and Albert Sullivan will uphold the affirmative,
while the negative will be defended
by Freshmen speakers, William
Finan and Robert Power. Richard
M. Kelley, President of Sophomore,
will be the presiding officer.

The

Garden Restaurant
and

Cafeteria
"Like Eating at Home"
Beer on draught
Open

spring.

Senior

Sodality Honors
Her at Their Weekly
Meeting

Ethics Academy

On Tuesday, Nov. 20, the second
of the Ethics Academy was
meeting
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
held. Before a large attendance the
and orthodox it may otherwise be, reverend
moderator, Mr. J. F.
which ostentatiously and purposely Quane, S.J., delivered a very
interleaves Jesus Christ out of its object
esting and enlightening lecture on
and motive is hateful in the eyes Communism.

of God."
A votive tribute was paid last
Father Murphy explained in deMonday to the Blessed Virgin in tail the system of promotion by degrees in the Scottish Rite and Enghonor of her impending feast on
lish Masonry. In English Masonry
Dec. 8. Prefect William J. Fitz- there are three degrees correspondsimons, '35, introduced the speakers ing to the three stages through
of the day. In discussing the life of which the Mason as a tradesman
used to pass in the Middle Ages. In
Mary, John McCarthy, '35, described the Jewish custom of the the Scottish Rite, the French, with
time, explaining some of the lesser their intense love of extreme ornaknown features of Our Lady's ex- mentation, have instituted thirtyistence. The second speaker, John three degrees?members of each
A. Hern, '36, treated the origin and one being obedient to the members
meaning of the Hail Mary. An in- of the degree above. Unfortunately
teresting treatise on the Miracles the Scottish Rite, with its principles
alof Lourdes was presented by Rob- so obnoxious to Catholics, has
most
the
eminent
ways
enlisted
ert A. Welch, '36.
Devotion to
Masonry; and
Mary was the subject of the follow- members of English
as a result the Scottish Rite has
speaker,
Regan,
ing
John
'35.
wielded a tremendous influence over

Dress Clothes

§

FOR

In order to show how near home
this menace is, Mr. Quane discussed
the effects it is producing in Mexico.

He then explained that Communism
has a membership of 36,000 in the
U. S. This organization has its
leader, Mr. Browder, and the central office situated in New York
City. The members of Communism
in the U. S. belong to the "Third Internationale." While Russia was
seeking recognition from the U. S
all propaganda ceased. The Communists are leaders in many of the
strikes of which we have heard so
much recently.
There should b?
some definite action to stop this
menace's spread in this country,
was the idea with which the moderator closed his discourse. After
the lecture, a very interesting discussion was carried on by the members of the club.
,
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Where collegians all meet
A good place to eat
Good sandwiches, Hearty beer
Promotes good cheer.
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j Special Discount to B. C. Men
STYLE
RAIJH

from 6 A. M. to 12 Midnight

J.

SERVICE

?

1

SANITATION

BURNS

1

DELICATESSEN
and

I

ISIKNS

e.f.p.

1916-18 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle

?
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|

LUNCHEONETTE
Beer on Draught

|

1924 Beacon Street
At Cleveland Circle

INC

125 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

1

=

their efforts to obtain advertisements for The Heights.
Liberal commissions will be paid by the editors. Please
mention The Heights token patronizing advertisers.

THE BOSTON COLLEGE CAFETERIA
Under management of

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Fine Foods

Reasonable Prices

There's Never a Dull Moment at

AMERICAN
HCLSE
*

*

RATHSKELLER
m
?

LEO HANNON and his

AMERICAN HOUSE ORCHESTRA

WALTER DONAHUE
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

?
?
?

BIG FLOOR SHOW
7-COURSE DINNER $1.50
CHOICE LIQUORS
NO COVER CHARGE
FREE PARKING
Cala Celebration After the B. C.-H. C. Game
?

BANQUETS
We invite
investigate

B.

FUNCTIONS

?

C.

our

organizations to
special rates for

banquets and other group functions.

E. L. GRIMES PRINTING CO.
PRINTERS OF THE HEIGHTS AND OF
OTHER WELL KNOWN PUBLICATIONS
Send for Estimates
LlBerty 3355-3356
Remember: We do Political Printing at Reasonable Prices

368 Congress Street

Boston, Mass.
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VICTORY DANCE
JESUITS PREACH
ETERNAL TRUTHS
CHAIRMAN
DISTANT
IRAQ
IN
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
greater part, hold mandatory sway
m Iraq, and in view of this fact it
was adjudged more prudent for the
Jesuits of a disinterested nation to
labor there.
His logical choice,
therefore, lay in the appointment of
his American followers of Ignatius.
This project of Christ is growing
in leaps and bounds under the direction of Father William Rice, S.J.,
former professor at Boston College
and former rector of the Novitiate
at Shadowbrook.
The college makes no restrictions
against creed or color, and its enReprollment increases monthly.
resentatives of practically every religious belief may be found upon
the college roster.

What

more

worthy

WILLIAM G. GIBLIN

cause could

man seek? For in any such charity
our spiritual assets increase a hundredfold and pay a priceless divi-

dend
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in Heaven's gold.

LARKIN TALKS ON
AMATEUR'S RADIO

FULTON PREPARED
Mr. James K. Connolly, S.J.
FOR DEBATES
Continues Lectures
On Electricity
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
conclusion of the discussion the audience may submit questions to the
speakers.
Much credit is to be given Albert
Rooney, '35, chairman of the Lecture Committee, through whose untiring efforts an extensive schedule
of lectures and debates has been
arranged for towns in the environs
of Boston.

FITZGERALD'S AN
ENJOYABLE HOBBY
Photography Has Meant

Real Advancement and
Profit to Him

The Radio Club met last Thursday in the Radio room, and the assembly was addressed by Mr. James
Connelly, S.J., moderator, and John
J. Larkin, Jr., '35. "The Amateur's
Outfit" was the subject of Mr. Larkin's talk.
The Moderator continued his lectures on "The Fundamentals of Electricity" by expounding the theory of current, volts,
ohms and condensers using the
"water analogy" to illustrate his

point.

PLEASE PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS^

It is a generally admitted fact
that a hobby can become a very
useful and lucrative, as well as a
pleasant relaxation from the ordinary course of a day's passing.
Yet, while this is admitted by all,
there are very few of us who can
find the time, or have the inclination to pursue our individual trends.
There is a freshman who has
made quite a paying proposition out
of his hobby. He is Benedict F. C.
FitzGerald of Cambridge; in case
that this does not identify him,
"Ben," as he is called, is the lad
who drives the Ford town-car,
vintage 1928. At the present time
he is employed by the Boston Evening American as a staff photographer and has made some very
good shots of the various college
and high school football games of
During the
the present season.
summer, Ben spent his time taking
photos from the wing of an airplane, a sport which is fraught with
thrills and rather nerveracking.
Yet this is safe work in comparison
to the task of taking pictures of the
textile strike which occurred in
Rhode Island this summer. According to Ben, this was the most dangerous of all the jobs that he has
been sent out on, for many a newspaper man received a beating while
trying to get the news and the pictures through the lines to the

ATTENTION, SENIORS

Record of Past Games
1896?BOSTON COLLEGE
1896? BOSTON COLLEGE
1897?HOLY CROSS
1897?BOSTON COLLEGE
1898?BOSTON COLLEGE
1898?BOSTON COLLEGE
1899?BOSTON COLLEGE
1901?HOLY CROSS
1902-HOLY CROSS
1910?HOLY CROSS
1911?HOLY CROSS
1912?HOLY CROSS
1914?HOLY CROSS
1915?HOLY CROSS
1916?BOSTON COLLEGE
1917?BOSTON COLLEGE
1919?BOSTON COLLEGE
1920?BOSTON COLLEGE
1921?HOLY CROSS
1922?BOSTON COLLEGE
1923?BOSTON COLLEGE
1924?HOLY CROSS
1925?BOSTON COLLEGE
1926?BOSTON COLLEGE
1927?BOSTON COLLEGE
1928?BOSTON COLLEGE
1929?BOSTON COLLEGE
1930?HOLY CROSS
1931?HOLY CROSS
1932?BOSTON COLLEGE
1933?BOSTON COLLEGE
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12
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11
17
11
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13
10
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9
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Seniors are asked to have all their proofs returned to the
Vantine Studios before Dec. 7. No further deposit is necessary at
the time if pictures are to be ordered and the finished pictures can
be called for at any time that suits the convenience of the student.
Please cooperate on returning the proofs before this time so that
the glossies will be sent to the editors the following week in time
for a discount from the engravers.
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SYMPHONY PLAYS MARQUETTE TRIES
OREGON SYSTEM
BERLIOZ' "FAUST"

0
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,
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Cecilia Society to Assist Negative Side Victorious
Defending Free press
At Performances this
In Crime Cases
Week-End

0
0
14

;

6

7
0
0

Mephistophelean
week-end at Symphony Hall?for
Dr. Koussevitzky's orchestra, plus
the Cecilia Society Chorus and a
quartet of well-known soloists give
three performances of Berlioz's dramatic legend, "The Damnation of
Faust." This colorful, compelling
work will be heard on Friday afternoon, November 30, Saturday and
It

13

7
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

a

listed: Beata Malkin, soprano, who
has received favorable press comments from her previous work with
the Boston Symphony; Ivan Ivantzoff, baritone, who sang in the Imperial Opera at St. Petersburg, and
later created the title role in
Berg's jazz opera "Wozzek" at the
Metropolitan. Another Russian, a
young tenor, Alexis Tcherkassky,
who at 23 made his operatic debut
in France with Lily Pons, sings an
important role. The fourth singer,
John Gurney, is a young American
baritone who was once a featured
soloist with the Harvard Glee Club.

JCHfttCCC\ there

are

.

as

be

Monday evenings, December 1 and
3.
Four outstanding soloists are

6

Owing to the many ill-informed rumors concerning the usual
B. C.-H. C. VICTORY BALL the A. A. announces that there is
ONLY ONE OFFICIAL STUDENT ACTIVITY following the game.
It will take place in the Hotel Statler and is SPONSORED by the
STUDENT A. A. and the SENIOR CLASS. The support of every
student is expected that this may be the most SUCCESSFUL
SOCIAL FUNCTION of the year, for it is AS MUCH A FRESHMAN ACTIVITY AS A SENIOR ACTIVITY.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
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society.

just as many

there are hinds of folks

newspaper offices.
Ben graduated from Cambridge
High and Latin School with the
class of 1933, and while a student
at that school was a member of the
football team. Since graduating
from high school, however, he has
more or less deserted the football
field, because class work and photographic engagements have necessarily limited his time. Ben intends
to study medicine and is enrolled in
the science course at Boston College.

ADVERTISE

The Marquette Debating Society
tried out the Oregon System of Debating, Tues., Nov. 20, for the first
time this season, discussing the
problem of restraining the press
from publishing crime news injurious to the public good. This unique
method of debating, similar to the
conduct of a case in court, was well
illustrated by the speakers, who
were Charles Butler, '37, and Kevin
Sullivan, '38, for the affirmative;
and James Drooney, '37, and Francis Sexton, '38, for the negative.
The latter side was victorious on
the question, "Resolved, that the
press should be silenced during
criminal investigations."
At the conclusion of the Open
Forum and business periods in
which several members took part,
the moderator, Mr. Cahill, S.J., gave
a short talk, announcing that he
personally would appoint the members who are to take part in outside
debates, selecting them on the basis
of their skill exhibited within the

Mild ripe home-grown tobacco
used in Chesterfield Cigarettes,
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